TUNING GUIDE

2019.1.1

MNG-JNG-ANG

For any question you may have on tuning your J70 contact our experts:
Mauro PARLADORI - +39 348 2691250 mauro.parladori@olisails.it
Gianfranco NOE’ - +39 349 8020421 gianfranco.noe@generali.com

Our last generation sails MNG, JNG and
ANG are the result of a big work of developement done by our Italian Team leaded by
Gianfranco Noè, 2017 Corinthian World
Champion, 2018 Italian Circuit Winner and
2019 Italian Corinthian Circuit Winner.

pers should then be adjusted by counting an even number of turns on each
side.
5. Count even full turns on both uppers to
get close to base setting: 21 for uppers
(Loos Gauge PT-2) Use caliber to check
the gap inside the turnbuckle barrel.

We give you some suggestions for a quick
trimming of your J70 to be faster.

6. Do the same with lowers, 14 or 15 for
lowers (Loos Gauge PT-2). Use caliber to
check the gap inside the turnbuckle barrel.

RIG SETUP
Before starting to make some measurement, it is mandatory to do some simple
preparation.

7. Then check the centering of the mast
measuring the distance from the top to
the deck level (or lifeline) with the main
halyard, attached to the anchor: set uppers and lowers in order to center the
mast ( every turn for the uppers, use half
for the lowers).

THE MAST PREPARATION
1. With the headstay eased along the mast,
mark the headstay at the higher point of
lower white band near the position of
the boom: this will be the reference
mark for the mast rake.

8. At this point, fine tune the shrouds, in
order to correct the mast if it appears
not straight.

2. Attach the headstay and start with the
headstay turnbuckle

9. Check again base tension, and make final
fine tuning.

3. Check the headstay length from the reference mark: the target headstay length is
142 cm from top of mark to higher pin
photo 1

10.Write down the measure of the gap on
deck, so you can go back to base setting
if you do a mess with turns during the
race: if you get lost you can check at sea
between races. It is mandatory to check
tension and mesurement also at the end
of a day, every day. Expect light variations in these measures, especially after
a windy day.

on furler (see photo1)

11.The backstay shall be fully eased when
measuring the rig tension.

4. Start with the upper shrouds. The up-
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too high; if is it is totally slack, the tension is
too low.

SHROUDS TENSION
As you can see in the table n°1, there are
two big steps lower and higher than base
setting, on 10-12 knots (full power of the
boat, not yet depowering, backstay just
snug).
knots
<6
6-8
8-10
10-12
(tension)
12-14
14-16
16-18
18-20
20+

Always follow the rule of thumb related to
upper shrouds and “feel your pants” without being stuck only into numbers.
It is important to assign to one member of
the team to adjust the rig tension to ensure
it is even on both sides, and at the end of
the day: one person has to be responsible
for the rig tension.

rounds
uppers
lowers
-1
-1
-1
-1
-3
-2
21,5
3
1
1
1
1,5

Too tight in a light breeze: the headstay get
too firm, which in turn flattens the jib in just
the condition where it needs to be the fullest. Always look to the leeward shrouds
while sailing close-hauled.

14,5
2
1
1
1
1

Too low on tension in a stronger breeze:
the helmsman is fighting with the backstay
and mainsheet to depower the boat, and
the rig tension is too loose. (on the contrary,
if the backstay is generally slack all the time
and you’re searching for more power, then
the rig tension is probably too high).

J/70 rig, like other modern high ratio rigs,
moves very fast from a condition of being
underpowered to being overpowered. It
happens around 10 knots, depending also
on waves and crew weight.
For this reason, there is a big step for obtaining power as wind decrease, and another
big step for depowering the boat, and pulling the backstay.

If the rig tension is loose as the wind speed
freshens to more than 13-15 knots, the
headstay will be too saggy and the main will
“wash out” and overpower the boat.

Please always make sure to cross-check the
numbers of the tuning guide with the tension of leeward upper shroud: it should be
just in tension or slightly slack. The best way
to determine the correct upper tension is
while sailing with the main and jib sheeted
in on a close hauled course, and all crew in
correct position: if it is tight, your tension is

Backstay Setup. After shrouds are tensioned
for the conditions, make sure the backstay
bridle is just slack when it’s not cleated with
light/medium winds, and just tensioned
with medium/strong.
This tuning allows you not to bottom out the
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Backstay Tension. The backstay can only be
tensioned as much as the mainsail can tolerate for the given shroud tension. Once the
main starts to show an inversion crease
starting from the middle stripe at the mast
toward the clew (“washing out the main”),
then the backstay is at maximum (and shall
be eased a little) for that given shroud tension. Do not sail with too flat main also in
strong wind: avoid that inversion crease.

Mainsheet: sheet the main enough so the
top batten tell-tale is stalling part of the time but all other leech telltales are flowing.
The main can be sheeted quite hard in 8-12
knots. Costantly adjust the mainsheet and
traveler for wind speed and puffs. In flat water you can keep the top tell-tale flowing
juts 30% of time, in choppy conditions, 70%
flowing.
Vang. The vang will be slack in light air
upwind when sailing close hauled. Once the
wind speed increases to 10 knots you can
start just firming the vang upwind to take
out any movement of the boom. The main
should be eased in puffs to keep the boat
from heeling over too much; trim main back
-in slowly after the puff. The vang and mainsheet tension need to be adjusted constantly as wind speed changes to keep the boat
at the correct angle of heel.

You can see that it is critical to quickly increase the shroud tension as the wind speed
builds up, which will allow for more backstay tension and the correct headstay support.

MAINSAIL TRIM
Outhaul. With 4-8 knots, keep some space
from boom to the cloth of the main in the
middle (about 5-8 cm) Tighten as wind
speed increases, and flatten the main when
you are overpowered ( >12-14 kn). Ease the
outhaul when the wind speed drops, to obtain power.

Vang Sheeting. Use “vang sheeting” in medium-strong wind conditions: the mainsheet
is the best way to maintain the right angle
of heel. The correct amount of vang and
mainsheet tension are difficult to get right in
photo 2

Traveler. For light air up to 8 knots, the traveler should be positioned almost all the
way to weather so the boom is just above
centerline. The traveler should be lowered
toward quickly (15 cm above centerline) as
wind speed builds to 9 or 10 knots. In 10-12
knots, the traveler should be 5 cm above
centerline. With more than 12-14 knots you
can keep it slightly above centreline and use
more vang sheeting, or keep it in the centre.

puffy conditions. Use clear signs on the vang
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tion, and then the correct angle of the jib
sheet will be a result from tension of the
photo 3

to replicate trimming (see photo 2). In more
than 14 knots you will need a good tensioned vang, pulled by a member of the team
standing up in the cockpit, up to 18-20,
when you could ease just a 0,5 - 1 cm to
keep the head of the sail more twisted and
boat easier to steer. The vang needs absolutely to be eased when bearing off to duck
or to round a windward mark. The traveler
car should be on center - or slightly up to
have less tension on mainsheet if the helm
trims the main - when “vang sheeting”.

leeward and windward sheet (see photo 3).
The advantage of this system is that windward sheet has an effect not only on the angle of the jib chord, but also opens the
leech. One centimetre plus or minus can
change a lot.

Cunningham. Once vang sheeting, the cunningham should be tensioned. Conversely,
when it lightens below 12 knots, the vang
should be eased to just slack upwind, then
the cunningham needs to be slacked off. Do
not be tolerant with main wrinkles as wind
increases

Spreaders signs. Tape some signs on the
photo 4

Battens. your main is supplied with two sets
of upper battens. Use the harder set with
more than 14 knots, to flatten the upper
part and to keep it more firm when close
hauled in strong wind.

JIB TRIM

spreaders at 40, 45, 50, 55 from the side of
the mast to the internal part of the sign.

Due to rigid one design rules of J70 there
are no in-hauler for the jib: you must do it
using windward sheet, and having regard to
the jib dimension and mast position, the
windward sheet will pull the jib not only inside but also forward.

Jib Sheet Reference Marks. It is mandatory
to mark the jib sheets with reference marks
The first pair of marks will be a close reference and seen in front of the turning block
on the leeward side for repeating fast
settings. You can combine this with trimming to the signs on spreader on each tack

So, it is necessary to postion the jib lead
slightly aft with respect of his regular posi-
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positioned evenly so the blocks are the same distance from the jib clew when under
load.

removed with halyard tension.
Leeward Shroud Tension. Again, it is critical
to monitor the leeward upper shroud before
racing to make sure the rig is adjusted properly for those conditions. If they are too
tight, then the headstay will be too firm and
flatten the jib too much. Conversely, if the
shrouds are too loose, the headstay will sag
too much and cause the jib to be too full.

The in-hauler marks are designed to be trimmed to the cleat on the windward side. This
will position the jib clew in line with the edge of the cabin when sailing upwind in 4-14
knots (see photo 3). In the puffs of 15+
knots, ease the in-hauler off all the way until
the puff subsides and then the in-hauler can
be re-tensioned.

Trimming. Trim the jib into one of the two
inner spreader marks (inside with flat water
and outside with choppy) but never so tight
as to stall the leech telltales. In light wind
( <5kn) go to the third from the center. With
more than 15 kn start to go outside the second inner, and then ease the weather jib
sheet to manage mainsail and boat.

Jib Leads. For 5-9 knots, we use 5 holes
showing behind, while for base and above,
we use 4 holes showing behind; for more
than 18 knots we use 6 holes showing
behind. This last adjustments depends on

photo 5

In-hauling. In 5-15 knots, the weather jib
sheet should be tensioned to in-haul the
clew. In 5-12 knots, tension the weather
sheet so that the clew is into the corner of
the cabin house, letting off a couple centimeters for each incremental wind increase.
In heavy air puffs, ease off the in-hauler
completely. Re-tension after the puff, just
snug with 18-20 knots, more tensioned in 16
-18 knots.

how much in hauler sheet you use in strong
wind.
The jib halyard mark on the fine tune
halyard purchase is critical to monitor small
changes. The jib sheet and in-hauler marks
are critical for repeating fast settings from
the rail.

In medium conditions, ease sheet or windward sheet to gain speed on waves, or if you
feel your speed is not good. Balance
between the two different jib sheet come
from testing and from your feeling of the
boat. Anyway if you feel slow, start with easing 1 cm (and more) of windward sheet.
Conversely, if you have good speed but bad

Luff Tension. Start with a soft tension allowing some wrinkles in the luff in lighter air.
You’ll still have some wrinkles in the luff in 8
knots. In 10+ knots the wrinkles must be
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pointing, trim 1cm ( and more) of windward.

ease until it curls at times just to make sure
that you aren’t over trimmed, but constant
easing and trimming to maintain a curl is
not needed unless soaking at lower angles.

Jib rolling. When rolling the jib without gennaker, make sure the jib sheets are eased
and the jib is unloaded so that it rolls smoothly. Better if you do this downwind, starboard, at 140-150 degrees of apparent
wind.

In strong wind reaching, instead, trimmer
have to ease a lot in the puff, to keep boat
balanced, and then pull the sheets so the
boat bears away.

If you attempt to furl the jib when loaded,
the jib will crease badly and rolling will mangle the jib.

In light air, the jib should be furled after the
spinnaker is flying. In planing conditions, the
jib should be flown with telltales streaming,
but not ever over-trimming the jib since that
would blanket the spinnaker.

Ease completely the backstay to roll the jib.
Stop immediately the rolling if you see some
wrinkles. Another trick is to tension the jib
halyard to furl and then ease it back off to
the reference mark after the furl is complete.

If you find yourself below the layline with
strong wind, consider to furl the jib to reduce sail area. It works.
Wing on wing. Ideal conditions for wing on
wing are 10 to 15 knots. (you can use wing
on wing in lower wind range if there is flat
water). Above that you would likely decide
to plane and below that, it is not a fast mode. A good rule for starting is to have the
windex pointed back from bow side at outermost point of transom, or fully to the
transom.

Take notice that when you roll the jib after
hoisting the gennaker, you will be downwind and with almost no pressure on the
jib. Assure that also sheets are fully eased.
In this situation, 99% of times rolling will go
smoothly.

Asymmetric spinnaker Trim
When the sail is new, be sure that the luff
line is completely eased. If the luff becomes
too unstable over time, your spinnaker may
have shrunk (common with woven Nylon)
and you may need to tension the internal
luff line that adjusts near the tack of your
asymmetric spinnaker.

Anyway, you can use wing on wing shortly
on lower range, just to take a tactic advantage approaching a mark.
Practice will help to understand when is the
moment to use wing to wing, and to gain
the coordination between tailer and helm.

In general, the asymmetric spinnaker should
be flown with little curl in the luff. You can
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SAIL MAINTENANCE
Your sails are built with the best sailclothes
available on the market. Before using them,
we always check carefully their quality and
technical specs.
We suggest to keep your sails in a dry place,
cleaning and drying them after use and rolling them insted of folding.

CONTACT OLIMPIC SAILS
Olimpic J70 Sails are under continuous development; so if you have any comment or
suggestion please do not hesitate to send us
an email at od@olisails.it.
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